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Mae Jemison You Should Meet
Get to know Ruth Bader Ginsburg, the inspiring Supreme Court justice, in this
fascinating nonfiction Level 3 Ready-to-Read, part of a series of biographies about
people “you should meet!” Meet Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg. Also
known as the notorious RBG, Ginsburg is only the second female Supreme Court
justice in America’s history. She has spent her entire life fighting for equal rights for all,
especially women. RBG is a true superhero and young readers are sure to love getting
to know her. A special section at the back of the book includes extras like the history of
the Supreme Court and how to become a lawyer. With the You Should Meet series,
learning about amazing people has never been so much fun!
Introduces the life and achievements of the surfer who won international fame in four
Olympics and used his surfboard to save eight people from a capsized boat in
California.
Meet the inventive kids who are coming up with ways to save the world in this
fascinating, nonfiction Level 3 Ready-to-Read, part of a series of biographies about
people “you should meet!” Have you ever wondered what you could do to change the
world? Find out how kids are helping the environment, inventing incredible medical
devices, aiding the homeless, designing apps so other kids won’t ever have to eat
alone in the cafeteria, and more! Learn all about what they’ve come up with and how
their ideas are changing lives in this story of four amazing kids everyone should meet!
A special section at the back of the book includes extras such as biographies of famous
young inventors and contemporary activists plus interesting ideas for other ways that
kids can change the world. With the You Should Meet series, learning about amazing
people has never been so much fun!
Filled with beautiful full-color illustrations, a groundbreaking compendium honoring the
amazing true stories of fifty inspirational women who helped fuel some of the greatest
achievements in space exploration from the nineteenth century to today—including
Hidden Figure’s Mary Jackson and Katherine Johnson as well as former NASA Chief
Astronaut Peggy Whitson, the record-holding American biochemistry researcher who
has spent the most cumulative time in space. When Neil Armstrong stepped off the
ladder of the lunar module, Eagle, he famously spoke of “one small step for man.” But
Armstrong would not have reached the moon without the help of women. Today,
females across the earth and above it—astronauts and mathematicians, engineers and
physicists, test pilots and aerospace psychophysiologists—are pushing the boundaries
of human knowledge, helping us to understand the universe and our place in it. Galaxy
Girls celebrates more than four dozen extraordinary women from around the globe
whose contributions have been fundamental to the story of humankind’s quest to reach
the stars. From Ada Lovelace in the nineteenth century to the “colored computers”
behind the Apollo missions, from the astronauts breaking records on the International
Space Station to the scientific pioneers blazing the way to Mars, Galaxy Girls goes
boldly where few books have gone before, celebrating this band of heroic sisters and
their remarkable and often little known scientific achievements. Written by Libby
Jackson, a leading British expert in human space flight, and illustrated with striking
artwork from the students of London College of Communication, Galaxy Girls will fire
the imaginations of trailblazers of all ages.
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An engaging and super-cute STEM-themed lift-the-flap introduction to famous scientists
like Jane Goodall, Stephen Hawking, and Mae Jemison! Jane wants to watch the
chimpanzees. What tool does she use? Binoculars! In this simple, boldly illustrated liftthe-flap board book, little readers will discover simple facts about five different
scientists, each in a different field! Kids will meet: Jane Goodall Marie Curie Stephen
Hawking Mae Jemison Charles K. Kao Each spread describes something scientists do
or study, then includes a satisfying lift-the-flap that reveals a scientist in action using a
familiar tool! A perfect introduction to exciting science role models!
Journalist Ida B. Wells faces the greatest challenge of her life as a tireless crusader for
justice and civil rights. In 1863, when Ida B. Wells was not yet two years old, the
Emancipation Proclamation freed her from the bond of slavery. Blessed with a strong
will, an eager mind, and a deep belief in America’s promise of “freedom and justice for
all,” young Ida held her family together, defied society’s conventions, and used her
position as a journalist to speak against injustice. But Ida’s greatest challenge arose
after one of her friends was lynched. How could one headstrong young woman help
free America from the looming “shadow of lawlessness”? Author Philip Dray tells the
inspirational story of Ida B. Wells and her lifelong commitment to end injustice. Awardwinning illustrator Stephen Alcorn’s remarkable illustrations recreate the tensions that
threatened to upend a nation while paying tribute to a courageous American hero.
Get to know the first woman to ever run in the Boston Marathon in this fascinating
nonfiction Level 3 Ready-to-Read, part of a series of biographies about people “you
should meet!” Meet Roberta Gibb. In 1966, Roberta was the first woman ever to run in
the Boston Marathon. When Roberta applied for the event she received a letter saying
women were not physically able to run marathons and therefore her request was
denied. Roberta decided to run anyway, and told her mom, “This is really going to
change things for women.” She disguised her appearance with a blue hooded
sweatshirt pulled up over her head and her brother’s Bermuda shorts. Instead of being
ridiculed, when the men running realized she was a woman, they cheered her on as
she became the first woman to ever complete the Boston marathon! A special section
at the back of the book includes extras on subjects like history and math, plus exercise
and nutrition tips for kids. With the You Should Meet series, learning about historical
figures has never been so much fun!
Pirouette across the stage and get to know Misty Copeland—the first African-American
woman to become a principal ballerina with the American Ballet Theater—in this
fascinating, nonfiction Level 3 Ready-to-Read, part of a new series of biographies about
people “you should meet.” Misty Copeland had always dreamed of becoming a dancer,
but she had many obstacles to overcome before she could reach her dream. Although
she was always challenged by the things that set her apart from other dancers, with a
lot of hard work, dedication, and exceptional talent, Misty has become one of the most
well-known dancers in America. On June 30, 2015 Misty stepped on stage as the first
female African-American principal dancer for the American Ballet Theater and made
history! A special section at the back of the book includes extras on subjects like history
and math, plus a fun timeline filled with interesting trivia facts about dance. With the
You Should Meet series, learning about historical figures has never been so
fascinating!

An irresistible timely lift-the-flap board book featuring lush illustrations of your
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favorite feminist icons as adorable babies! Before Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Mae
Jemison, Frida Kahlo, and others were change-making feminists, they were . . .
babies! In this board book that's perfect for budding feminists, discover what
these iconic figures might have looked like as adorable babies and toddlers. With
its inspiring message that any baby can grow up to make the world a better place
for all genders, this board book makes the perfect baby gift for any family that
wants to raise children who can recognize Gloria Steinem on sight.
"This book explains what the Sun is and how it affects the rest of the solar
system"--Provided by publisher.
Sprint around the track and get to know Jesse Owens in this fascinating,
nonfiction Level 3 Ready-to-Read, part of a new series of biographies about
people “you should meet.” Meet Jesse Owens, an African American runner who
won four gold medals at the 1936 Olympics in Berlin! What made his
achievement even more memorable was that Adolph Hitler expected the Olympic
Games to be a German showcase. In fact, he criticized the United States for
even including black athletes on its Olympic roster. According to many reports,
after Owens won his fourth gold medal, Hitler stormed out of the stadium. In 1936
Jesse Owens took a stand against racism and made history. A special section at
the back of the book includes extras on subjects like history and math, plus a
short article filled with interesting facts about the Olympics. With the You Should
Meet series, learning about historical figures has never been so fascinating!
Get to know the woman who made many of NASA’s early missions possible in
this fascinating, nonfiction Level 3 Ready-to-Read, part of a series of biographies
about people “you should meet!” Meet Katherine Johnson, a brilliant
mathematician who worked at NASA in the early 1950s until retiring in 1986.
Katherine’s unparalleled calculations (done by hand) helped plan the trajectories
for NASA’s Mercury and Apollo missions (including the Apollo 11 moon landing).
She is said to be one of the greatest American minds of all time. A special
section at the back of the book includes extras on subjects like history and math,
plus inspiring careers for math lovers. With the You Should Meet series, learning
about historical figures has never been so much fun!
The story of Jean Jennings, Kay McNulty, Frances Bilas, Ruth Lichterman, Betty
Snyder, and Marlyn Wescoff, who were chosen to work on the ENIAC computer
as part of a secret WWII mission.
Profiles the woman who escaped from slavery in the southern United States and
then lent her support, and risked her life, to smuggle other slaves to freedom
through the Underground Railroad.
"A picture book look at many of the men and women who revolutionized life for
African Americans throughout history"-While watching Star Trek on television as a child, Mae Jemison was certain she
would one day visit space. As an adult, she made this dream a reality when she
became the first black female NASA astronaut. Jemison became a medical
doctor before applying for NASA's Space Shuttle program. Then, in 1992, she
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blasted off on the shuttle Endeavour and conducted scientific experiments to test
the effects of space on human bone cells. Jemison has dedicated her life to
science education and to finding ways to use technology to help communities
around the world. Find out how Jemison's passion for science led to her many
impressive achievements.
"Simple text and photographs present the life of Mae Jemison"-There's a lot more to riding a skateboard than just jumping on and whizzing
along. Some skateboarders do special moves and tricks on their boards. Like
surfers and skiers, they twist, turn, flip and jump. Skateboarders try not to fall off.
Concrete is much harder than water or snow!
Get to know Shirley Chisholm, the first African American woman to enter the
Democratic presidential race, in this fascinating nonfiction Level 3 Ready-toRead, part of a series of biographies about people “you should meet!” Meet
Shirley Chisholm. In 1968, Shirley Chisholm made history as the first African
American woman elected to Congress. That same year, Shirley was voted one of
the ten most admired women in the world. She also ran for president in 1972, the
first African American woman to do so for one of the two big political parties.
Shirley showed people it shouldn’t matter if you’re male or female or what the
color of your skin is, everyone should be able to pursue their dreams. She lived
out her life determined to be “unbossed and unbought” and remained a
spokesperson for change. To this day she is still an inspiration to everyone who
dreams of breaking boundaries. A special section at the back of the book
includes extras like an article on how voting works and a brief lesson on the three
branches of US government.
Blast off into space and get to know Mae Jemison—the first African-American
woman to ever go to space—with this fascinating, nonfiction Level 3 Ready-toRead, part of a new series of biographies about people “you should meet.” Meet
Mae Jemison, the first African-American female astronaut! Did you know before
Mae was an astronaut, she went to medical school and joined the Peace Corps?
But she never forgot her childhood dream to travel to outer space. So in 1985
she applied to NASA’s astronaut training program. On September 12, 1992, Mae
flew into space with six other astronauts aboard the space shuttle Endeavour and
made history—just like you can if you follow your dreams! A special section at the
back of the book includes extras on subjects like history and math, plus a fun
timeline filled with interesting trivia facts about space! With the You Should Meet
series, learning about historical figures has never been so much fun!
3 ... 2 ... 1 ... LIFT OFF. Let science-mad chatterbox Rocket launch into your
hearts in this inspiring picture book from two incredible debut talents. Rocket's
going to be the greatest astronaut, star-catcher, space-traveller that has ever
lived! But... First, she needs to convince her big brother Jamal to stop looking
down at his phone and start LOOKING UP at the stars. ---- Bursting with energy
and passion about space and the natural world, this heart-warming picture book
will reignite your desire to turn off those screens and switch on to the outside
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world.
Introduces the solar system and explains how astronomers have used
technology to discover new stars and planets.
The first African American woman to travel to space shares her special memories
from her childhood in Chicago, to her college career at Stanford University, to her
work in West Africa as the Peace Corps youngest medical officer.
Chronicles the life and education of the first African American woman astronaut.
In the new Mini Movers and Shakers children's book series comes a cast of characters who
have failed, yet succeeded despite overwhelming obstacles. In the third volume, we meet Mae
Jemison. Find out what happens in this kid's book about flying to space. Sometimes, we are
faced with challenges that seem insurmountable. But with grit and hard work, one can achieve
great things! Mini Movers and Shakers was developed to inspire children to dream big and
work hard. Fun, relatable characters in graphic style books easy enough for young readers, yet
interesting for adults. The Mini Movers and Shakers book series is geared to kids 3-11+.
Perfect for boys, girls, early readers, primary school students, or toddlers. Excellent resource
for educators, parents, and teachers alike. Collect all the Mini Movers and Shakers Books!
Learn more at minimovers.tv
Get to know Yayoi Kusama, a Japanese artist known for her extensive use of polka dots and
for her infinity installations, in this fascinating nonfiction Level 3 Ready-to-Read, part of a series
of biographies about people “you should meet!” Meet Yayoi Kusama. When Yayoi Kusama
was a little girl, she told her parents she wanted to be an artist. Her parents forbade her and
tore up her drawings. But that didn’t stop her. When she couldn’t afford art supplies, she used
old paper sacks and mud to create her art. Eventually, she convinced her parents to let her go
to art school and study painting. In 2006, she became the first Japanese woman to receive the
Praemium Imperiale. It is one of the highest honors given by the Japanese imperial family. Ten
years later, she received the Order of Culture, another prestigious award given to people who
make important contributions to Japanese culture. Today, she is one of the most famous artists
in the world.
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: The first African American woman to travel in space, Mae
Jemison has broken barriers in science and medicine to become one of the most admired
women worldwide. This fascinating book describes how Jemison refused to let anyone stand in
the way of her dreams. She became a doctor and worked in the Peace Corps until NASA
invited her to join the astronaut program. Today, she is an important advocate for science in
education—especially for girls and women. Jemison also continues to push scientific research
to improve life in developing countries.
"This book explains how astronomers discover new planets"--Provided by publisher.
An introduction to the presidents of the United States describes each president's childhood,
career, achievements while in office, and life after the White House.
You probably already knew that Mae Jemison was the first black woman astronaut in space
(and also a doctor and a dancer), but Sneeze will tell you surprising and absolutely true things
that you didn't know, like:How Mae wrecked her family's car when she was only two years
oldHow Mae learned about sickle cell anemia by asking lots of questions and forming a
hypothesisWhat animals and languages you might find in Sierra Leone, where Mae was a
Peace Corps doctor and where she met SneezeHow Mae became the first real astronaut on
the Star Trek TV showHow astronauts poop, pee, fart, eat, and sleep in spaceIt's the second
book in a series of biographies of American heroes, as told by their devoted but snarky cats.
These stories were written by important cats at the Feline Historical Society, and translated
from the original Cattish language.
"This book takes readers on a tour of our solar system"--Provided by publisher.
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Get to know Lin-Manuel Miranda, the award-winning creator of Hamilton: An American
Musical, in this fascinating nonfiction Level 3 Ready-to-Read, part of a series of biographies
about people “you should meet!” Meet Lin-Manuel Miranda! Lin-Manuel is a writer, singer,
actor, songwriter, and rapper who created the hit Broadway musicals In the Heights and
Hamilton: An American Musical. He was also the cocomposer of Disney’s Moana and is the
star of the upcoming film, Mary Poppins Returns, with Emily Blunt. His creativity appeals to
children and adults alike and he has already won a Tony, Emmy, Grammy, and a Pulitzer Prize
for his work. Learn all about how he grew up and the things he’s accomplished so far in this
Level 3 Ready-to-Read that’s perfect for beginning readers. A special section at the back of
the book includes extras like the history of Puerto Rico and how to write a play. With the You
Should Meet series, learning about historical figures has never been so much fun!

In 1863, twelve-year-old Will, who longs to be a drummer in the Union army, is stuck in
sleepy Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, but when the Union and Confederate armies meet
right in his hometown, he and his family are caught up in the fight.
A beautiful picture book for sharing and marking special occasions such as graduation,
inspired by the life of the first African American woman to travel in space, Mae Jemison.
An Amazon Best Book of the Month! A great classroom and bedtime read-aloud, Mae
Among the Stars is the perfect book for young readers who have big dreams and even
bigger hearts. When Little Mae was a child, she dreamed of dancing in space. She
imagined herself surrounded by billions of stars, floating, gliding, and discovering. She
wanted to be an astronaut. Her mom told her, "If you believe it, and work hard for it,
anything is possible.” Little Mae’s curiosity, intelligence, and determination, matched
with her parents' encouraging words, paved the way for her incredible success at NASA
as the first African American woman to travel in space. This book will inspire other
young girls to reach for the stars, to aspire for the impossible, and to persist with
childlike imagination.
Celebrate graduation and achievements big or small with The Little Engine That Could!
The determined Little Blue Engine is back, bringing inspiring and enlightening words of
wisdom to graduates of all ages as they make the transition from one phase of life to
the next. I Knew You Could! provides familiar comfort in changing times and serves as
a wonderful gift that will be treasured for years to come. Readers will revisit the story
again and again as they move forward along life's path. From "I think I can" to "I knew I
could," The Little Engine That Could helps kids of all ages realize that anything is
possible if you just put your mind to it!
Mae Jemison
Get ready to soar to the stars with Dr. Mae Jemison in this middle grade biography
perfect for fans of the Who Was series! Mae was the first African American woman to
travel to space. She's also a medical doctor who once joined the Peace Corps. And a
trained dancer, too! Experience all the exciting moments in Mae's big life in this new
series that tells the true--and amazing stories--of history's greatest trailblazers. Packed
with illustrations and fun facts, including the secrets of NASA!
Serena Williams is one of the biggest names in sports, but she grew up the littlest of
five girls in her family. While sharing a room and playing tennis with her older sisters,
Serena had to figure out how to be her own person—on and off the court. This
empowering biography showcases the rise of the youngest Williams sister and how her
family played a part in her path to becoming the strong woman and star athlete she is
today. Bold, colorful illustrations highlight the tight sisterhood and tennis action of
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Serena’s childhood and teenage years. This true story about a tennis icon will inspire
littlest siblings everywhere to forge their own path and leave their mark.
Meet the environmentally-minded kids who are coming up with ways to save the planet
in this fascinating nonfiction Level 3 Ready-to-Read, part of a series of biographies
about people “you should meet!” Have you ever wondered what you could do to help
the planet? Find out how kids are helping the environment by selling lemonade to save
the honeybees, starting a petition to bring attention to climate change, raising
awareness through an original comic book hero, and more! Learn all about how their
ideas are preserving the environment in this story of five amazing kids everyone should
meet! A special section at the back of the book includes extras such as biographies of
famous young environmental activists plus interesting ideas for other ways that kids can
save the environment. With the You Should Meet series, learning about amazing
people has never been so much fun!
Introduces the life and legacy of the astronaut, who was the first African American
woman to travel into space.
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